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Bide Your Time With These Sudoku Puzzles, All Varied In Difficulty!    Do you want to learn how to

solve Sudoku Puzzlesâ•”   Are you tired of books that house puzzles that are either too complicated

or too easyâ•”    If so,  â€œSudoku: 200+ Easy To Hard Puzzlesâ€•  by Robert J. Erwin is THE book

for you!  It covers all you will need to understand the basics of Sudoku before giving you 76

different, easily-solved Sudoku puzzles. There are extensive margins to aid handwritten calculations

without adding paper, and it allows you to create your own method of solving these logic-based

mathematical puzzles before giving you 50 intermediate and 76 expert puzzles to challenge your

newly-acquired knowledge!  Sudoku has not only been known to promote the mathematical faculties

of the brain, it is also known as a way to pass time without doing any permanent damage to the

brain that mindless activities enact over an extended period of time.  Not only that, but studies

should that people who engage in regular Sudoku puzzles, whether or not they solve all of them,

can  diminish the risk of elderly ailments such as dementia and Alzheimerâ€™s by as much as 40%!

.  What Separates This Book From The Restâ•”  This book quickly explains not only the rules of

Sudoku, but gives advice as to the different types of methods that can be used when attempting to

solve these puzzles. It helps you learn terminology, familiarizes you with the basic 9x9 grid layout,

and provides valuable tactics to help you learn how to tackle the overwhelming mathematics that

fuel these puzzles one step at a time. This book has puzzles that engage all stages of Sudoku

masters while also encouraging and teaching those who are simply beginning.  You Will Learn The

Following:    âœ… What Sudoku is and its history  âœ… The basic rules of Sudoku  âœ… Various

methods on how to begin solving Sudoku puzzles  âœ… 12 Sudoku solving techniques  âœ… 200+

Challenging Puzzles (5 difficulty levels â€“ very easy, easy, medium, hard, very hard) âœ… And

much more!  So, donâ€™t delay it any longer. Take this opportunity and invest in this book now. 

You will be amazed by the hidden mathematical abilities you didnâ€™t even know you possessed! 

Buy This Guide Now!  ðŸ‘• See you inside!  ðŸ‘•
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Most Sudoku books just give you the puzzles, but no explanations on how to solve them. This book

has a lot of instructions.It starts with the basics and clearly explains all the techniques you'll ever

need. Topics include scanning, elimination, subsets, and interaction (the basics, which will enable

you to solve easy to intermediate puzzles); the x-wing family (including swordfish), which will enable

you to solve difficult puzzles.I like the fact that it has all of the beginner puzzles up front and then

progressively gets harder and harder throughout the book. It is a nice book with 202 sudoku puzzles

in it. If you like Sukoku then this is a good book to get.

This is a great book with lots of puzzles- you can start out at novice and more your way up through

intermediate, advanced and end at elite. The author promises us that when we read this book, we

will have a firm grasp on what it means to truly be wonderful at Sudoku. Author' s 12 techniques in

this book are essential for slowing any Sudoku puzzles. All information is easy, clear and effective. I

like to read the books with Sudoku Puzzles but this book is the best. You can find 200+ puzzles with

all varied in difficulty there . I highly recommend this book for those who love Sudoku Puzzle.

This is a great book for anyone who wants to improve their Sudoku performance, especially people

who don't naturally think strategically. The tips and strategies provided in this book are explained

clearly and the illustrations are very helpful. This book quickly explains not only the rules of Sudoku,

but gives advice as to the different types of methodsThe concepts are presented in a

straightforward, logical manner.

I love suduko and this one is one of my favorite. it starts from easy to difficult level. the prints is clear

and easy to read. great spaces. you wont be able to miss understood each one as it was clear print.

each level is challenging. I made some prints out so that i wont be able to cheat using the

electronics. and it is tough. sometimes I give up but for few minutes of stretching ill start it again. I

love it.



I have been working on these in the evenings as part of my new "screen free" night time routine. But

here is one thing you should know -- easy, medium and hard take me the exact same amount of

time to finish. So if the easy seems harder than you are used to, do a hard one and you will feel

better about yourself

The book is about Sudoku Puzzle.The book will teach you the basics of Sudoku before giving you

76 different, easily-solved Sudoku puzzles. i love suduko and this one is one of my favorite. Great

book with lots of puzzles - you can start out at novice and move your way up through intermediate,

advanced and end at elite.I am very happy with The Best of Sudoku book and I would recommend

it.

There is a few books in Kindle like this one, I think. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s really an enjoyable read for me in my

office pastime. I usually love this types of books and already have read a lot of books. But this one

got its own charm! Well assumption of the incidents! Very recommended.

I like sudoku, other challenging puzzles and their solving techniques. I'm really impressed with this

book and the hidden mathematical abilities that I have. It is easy, comprehensive, detailed and well

researched. I highly recommend picking this book up.
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